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WHAT DOES THIS TECHNICAL NOTE CONTAIN, WHO IS IT FOR, AND HOW
SHOULD IT BE USED?
This document guides small private non-industrial forest landowners interested in
enhancing habitat for cavity-nesting birds (CNB) in dry ponderosa pine forests in
the Pacific Northwest. It includes information to help assess conditions on their
property, set goals and objectives, and choose and implement stewardship
actions that focus on enhancing habitat for targeted
bird species. To help landowners to better
understand the processes involved with managing
for CNB this Technical Note is organized into a 3-step
process: 1- Education, 2- Evaluation and Planning,
and 3- Enhancement. For additional guidance, this
manual includes three landowner management
examples. A glossary for technical terms used in this
manual is provided in Appendix A. Words described
in the glossary are italicized and underlined the first
time they are used in the text. This document is
intended to guide landowners across a range of
experience levels in forestry and wildlife
management, though it is intended primarily for
individuals with little or no knowledge of CNB habitat
and stewardship. For readers seeking more
information on these topics, additional resources
Snags are important habitat
with links to their source on the Internet is provided in
structures, and are often scarce
Appendix B. CNB that use dry ponderosa pine forests
on private lands. Photo: Darin
Stringer
are listed in Appendix C. Appendices D and E
contain simple snag survey forms and instructions
and a description of snag decay classes. Table 1 describes the specific habitat
conditions required by Priority Management cavity-nesting birds.
This technical note was designed in response to the observation that most
managed private forestland in dry ponderosa pine types are deficient in the
structures needed by CNB, notably snags, and that many landowners lack the
necessary information to formulate plans and implement enhancement work.
The purpose of this document is not to provide a cookbook approach with exact
specifications that will ensure increased use by CNB. The landowner should
recognize that such formulas for optimal habitat are unrealistic given gaps in our
understanding, and natural ecological. Instead, it was designed to distill and
share information with landowners, based on our current knowledge base, in a
way that allows these concepts to be translated into actions. A positive
experience is more likely to result when landowners develop individualized
strategies after careful consideration of the factors explained below, and
proceed with enhancement work at a pace and level of commitment they feel
comfortable with.
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WHAT ARE DRY PONDEROSA PINE FORESTS AND WHERE DO THEY OCCUR?
Dry ponderosa pine forests include lands that historically have been dominated
by this species and where it continues to form the main canopy, though may
now occur in association with other conifers. Stands dominated by a mix of
conifer species where ponderosa pine is a
minor component of the main canopy are
not considered to be in this classification.
Dry ponderosa pine forests are typically
found above grassland and shrub-step
and juniper woodlands, and at lower
elevations than moister, mixed-conifer
forests. They are often situated on south
facing slopes, adjacent to Douglas-fir
dominated stands on the north aspects.
Historically, these dry ponderosa pine
forests were often open, with clumpy and
unevenaged tree structure. The understory
Dry ponderosa pine forest Photo: Darin Stringer
plant communities in these forests are
tolerant of seasonally dry conditions. Some
common understory species include Idaho fescue, pinegrass, arrowleaf
balsamroot, bitterbrush, snowberry, and green manzanita. While this forest type is
found throughout the Western United States, this technical note applies only to
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana.

WHAT IS A CAVITY-NESTING BIRD AND WHAT
SPECIES ARE FOUND IN DRY PONDEROSA PINE
FORESTS?
Cavity-nesting birds (CNB) nest in cavities (holes) in
snags and decayed parts of living trees. This group
includes some species of sapsuckers and
woodpeckers, chickadees, nuthatches, swallows,
wrens, bluebirds, owls and ducks. CNB include
species capable of excavating their own nest
cavities (primary cavity nesters), and those that
occupy abandoned or natural cavities (secondary
cavity nesters). CNB serve important functions in dry
ponderosa pine forests. Some primary
cavity nesters are considered keystone
species because of the role they play in creating
habitat for many other species, and
because their decline could have cascading
effects in the ecosystem.

White-headed woodpecker is
one of several priority
management cavity-nesting
species residing in dry ponderosa
pine forests in the PNW. Photo: Tom
Grey
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Several CNB species associated with Dry-Ponderosa Pine Forests are considered
high priorities for conservation (priority management species) because they are
experiencing local and/or regional population declines. In the Pacific Northwest,
these species include the Flammulated Owl, Lewis’s Woodpecker, White-headed
Woodpecker, and Williamson’s Sapsucker. Some other more common CNB that
utilize this forest type include Hairy Woodpecker, Northern Flicker, Pygmy and
White- breasted Nuthatch, and Mountain and Western Bluebird. Appendix C lists
CNB that inhabit dry ponderosa pine forests. Consult with local birder groups,
and bird guides to determine what species may be in your area.

WHAT HABITAT CONDITIONS ARE NEEDED BY CAVITY-NESTING BIRDS IN DRY
PONDEROSA PINE FORESTS?
CNB require dead wood in the form of snags or decayed parts of living trees.
Cavities in these structures are used for nesting and roosting. Some CNB use
dying and recently dead wood to forage for insects such as bark and wood
boring beetles and ants. Dead wood (especially dead tops) is used by
woodpeckers for drumming (repetitive knocking) to locate mates and establish
territories. Trees suitable for construction of sap wells (described below) are
important for sapsuckers. Other optimal structural components important to CNB
include mature ponderosa pines surrounded by grass to more shrub dominated
native plant understories and mosaics of trees of varying density (mostly open
but with patches of dense forest interspersed).

HOW DO I MANAGE MY FOREST TO ENHANCE CONDITIONS FOR CAVITYNESTING BIRDS?
Enhancing habitat for CNB involves completing a three-step process that
includes 1- Education, 2- Evaluation and Planning, and 3- Enhancement. These
steps are described below.

1- Education (Increase your understanding of CNB)
It is important the landowner takes time prior to planning and implementing
enhancement actions to develop a basic understanding of CNB species, their
habitat preferences, and what management approaches to consider. This first
step will enrich the overall experience by the landowner and is often the key to
successful management. Developing this knowledge will allow more educated
decisions to be made, while minimizing unintended results. The core areas to
focus learning include identifying the following:
•

Which species of CNB may be using your property? Most bird identification
books and some websites include range maps showing the general
distribution of CNB. Local birding groups are a good source of information
for fine-tuning bird use in your area. Learning to identify various CNB species
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by both sight and sounds (vocalizations) will greatly improve your ability to
document and track use. Bird vocalizations by species are readily available
on the Internet. Landowners can also begin to identify the types of CNB use
of snags (foraging vs. nest and roost cavities) by observing excavations on
their properties. The size, and location of their cavities on the snag can
sometimes help in identifying species.
•

What habitat features and conditions do CNB need on your property, with
a focus on those priority management species listed in Table 1? Linking
habitat conditions with specific CNB will help focus enhancement efforts.

•

What patterns of insect and diseases and abiotic processes (wind, fire,
snow) are likely to cause tree mortality on your property? State forestry and
extension websites are good information sources. Consider the rate of snag
recruitment occurring on your land. This will help determine if additional
snags need to be created. Snag surveys (described in the Evaluation step
below) can provide some indicators of how fast dead trees are being
recruited. Often times these surveys reveal most snags are highly decayed,
indicating infrequent recruitment.

2- Evaluation and Planning
Assessing stand conditions (live trees, understory, and snags) will inform decisions
about needed enhancement actions. This process should include inventorying
both live and dead trees, typically with separate approaches. A forest inventory1
can be used to collect information on trees, understory plants, and other fuels
(downed logs and slash). This information will help assess stand density, which
provides a gauge for bark beetle susceptibility, tree growth, and overall stand
health. On many managed lands, snags are typically too scarce to accurately
sample using a forest inventory. Therefore, snag surveys can be done separately
from the forest inventory (or combined but with additional plots installed just to
measure dead trees). On smaller properties (100 acres or less), it is usually feasible
to survey all snags (100% snag survey) by walking through the forest and locating
and documenting the position and condition of dead trees. This method can
also be used for smaller designated areas within a larger ownership. On larger
properties or where snags are abundant, a small survey area (e.g. stand) can be
established to allow landowner to estimate snag densities over the remaining
areas. More advanced sampling can techniques can also be used. Snags can
be surveyed using sampling techniques such as circular fixed or variable plots or
belted line transects. Directions and a sample form to complete a 100% snag
survey are provided in Appendix D. Because snags are temporary structures and
change in quality over time, it is a good idea to update your inventory
continuously or periodically.

1

Contact a consulting forester, state forestry extension, or your local Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) office for information to complete a forest inventory.
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Once a snag survey and forest inventory have been completed, goals and
objectives should be established for CNB. These targets could include desired
live tree density and understory conditions. A description of snag targets could
include total snags per acre, size and decay classes, desired distribution (clumpy
or scattered) and locations of these dead trees. While maintaining snags welldistributed across your forest provides maximum
benefits to CNB, it is not important that every
acre contains the target density. These targets
How Many Snags are needed? Factors to
Consider:
are averages and snag densities across your
property will vary. More complex targets could
1- Densities in high quality mature dry
include a range of densities based on different
ponderosa pine forests range from 1-4
sizes and/or decay classes (e.g. 2 snags per
snags per acre. These snags are
acre >12” DBH, and 1 snag per acre at least 21”
adequately sized for use by most CNB for
nesting.
DBH per acre, or 4 snags per acre, half of which
are in decay classes 1-2). While snag density
2- Densities for priority management CNB
targets are typically set on a per acre basis, a
listed in Table 1 range from 1-10 snags per
tiered approach can be used with very large
acre.
snags (a typically scarce feature) expressed
3- A minimum density of 1-2 snags per acre
based on a larger acreage (e.g. 2 snags per
should be maintained for private
acre at least 21” DBH, and 5 snags > 30” over
landowners interested in enhancing CNB
the entire property).
habitat. Any increase in # of large
ponderosa pine snags will provide some

level of benefit.
Dead wood targets can range from the
creation of a few snags, to a more detailed
4- Consult DECAID dead wood advisor
description that seeks to increase the number
model for additional guidance on snag
of snags per acre to approximate those
densities (see Additional Information
needed by priority management species. The
Sources in Appendix B).
sidebar on page 5 contains some snag density
5- If large snags and candidate snag
information useful in making these decisions.
creation trees are not available, smaller
Consulting Table 1 will facilitate development of
snags (16-21” DBH) will be used by some
prescriptions based on the more specialized
species in the interim.
habitat needs of priority management species.
6- The rate of snag recruitment is important.
Landowner management examples (see pages
Imagine new snags being delivered on a
15-18) provide some ideas on how these targets
conveyor belt. This belt should move slowly
might be developed and implemented on
in dry pine forests and allows for continual
different properties. Some landowners might
production of new snags as older dead
trees fall or become too decayed for use.
find the levels reported in this manual to be too
large a commitment. Because high quality
snags are often scarce on private lands, any increase in this structural feature
should be viewed as beneficial to CNB. A useful approach for some landowners
is to initially limit the scope of work by focusing enhancement in a small area,
and later expanding efforts as they become more comfortable with the
processes.
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Beyond snags, the live tree component and its influence on CNB should be
considered (see thinning discussion below and Table 1). These details may be
covered in a previously completed Forest
Dead, Declining, Dying, and Defective Trees:
Stewardship Plan. If so, this plan may need
Factors to Consider for Retaining and Creating
to be updated to accommodate the
Snags:
structural conditions required by CNB
(described below). Planning for snags can
1- Size:
•
Large snags (21” + DBH) are preferred by
also be added or updated to the Forest
most CNB for nesting. Smaller snags (>16”
Stewardship Plan, if not already addressed.
DBH) also provide nesting habitat but for a
While any improvement of snag resources
smaller range of species. Small diameter
will provide some level of benefit to CNB,
snags typically break and fall faster.
setting objectives in terms of snag density,
• Some CNB use snags for foraging as well as
size, and decay class is a more effective
nesting. While larger snags are preferred,
approach.
After goals and objectives have been set,
these can be compared with existing
conditions from the forest inventory and
snag surveys to determine what actions may
be needed (see Enhancement section
below). This strategy can employ passive
management, whereby natural
development of the forest progresses
without intervention, or active management
using methods such as thinning, prescribed
fire, and snag creation to promote desired
conditions. Both active and passive
management approaches are typically
needed to develop and maintain optimal
conditions for CNB. For example, on some
properties adequate snag recruitment via
natural processes is occurring and passive
management can be used by leaving some
or all of these dead trees. Active
management is often needed to control
tree density in overstocked stands to reduce
forest fuels and fire risk and to improve tree
vigor and growth. Active management by
creating snags may also be needed where
thinning has removed low vigor trees and
natural snag recruitment is insufficient to
meet management goals in reasonable
time frames.

dead trees < 21” often provide good forage
habitat.

• Large live defective trees (21” + DBH) with
dead or broken tops provide excellent CNB
habitat.
• Large declining or dying trees provide
excellent foraging sites and future snags.
• Taller snags are generally preferred by CNB,
though some species (e.g. White-headed
Woodpecker) nest low on dead trees.
2- Decay Class:
• To manage for a wide range of CNB, a
diversity of decay classes is needed; most
species use moderately decayed snags for
nesting, dying and recently dead trees for
foraging.
3- Species:
• Ponderosa pine snags are the most preferred
snag species in the dry ponderosa pine forest
types. Other species such as aspen and
cottonwood are also used.
4- Placement/Location:
• Arranging snags in clumps and as scattered
individual dead trees provides maximum
overall benefit to a range of CNB.
• Situate snags across a range of topographic
conditions but strategically place created
snags in locations based on preferences of
priority management species.
• Situate snags away from roads, landings,
structures and other areas of high-use. Snags
pose a potential risk to people and structures
when they eventually break and fall.
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Table 1. Habitat Preferences of Priority Management Cavity-Nesting Birds in Dry Ponderosa Pine Forests
Species
Lewis’s
Woodpecker

Whiteheaded
Woodpecker

Flammulated
Owl

Williamson’s
Sapsucker

Snag
Diameter
>21 in.

>21 in.

>18 in.

>18 in.

Snags
per Acre
1-3

1-3

1-3

1-10

Canopy
Cover (%)
10-40

20-50

20-50

25-70

Shrub Cover
(%)

Other Habitat Conditions

Management Notes

>40

Moderately decayed snags,
open forest, native and
diverse shrub cover for insect
production.

Thin stands to low density,
maintain native shrub cover.
This species will use nest
boxes.

<50

Moderately decayed snags,
large territories, >350 acres
per pair. Nest cavities are
low on snag. Snags typically
are in forest openings (gaps).

Thin stands to low density
retaining mostly full crowned
dominant trees, maintain an
open understory, and situate
snags in openings.

<20

Large tree structure and
varied tree density including
patches of young dense
trees and small grassy
openings. This species often
prefers abandoned Flicker
cavities.

Maintain a mosaic of tree
densities, including grassy
openings, open stand
structure with large trees,
and patches of dense forest.
Situate snags on slopes and
ridges.

<50

Low to moderately decayed
snags, open to closed
canopy mixed ponderosa
pine forest. Will nest in snags
of other tree species such as
Western larch, Douglas-fir
and aspen. Trees damaged
by logging, porcupines, and
lightning preferred as sap
well trees.

Maintain mix of species
including aspen if present
(particularly in the Rocky
Mountain Region).
Ponderosa pine dominance
is preferred. Maintain/create
larch, Douglas-fir, and aspen
snags. Live older aspen with
decayed heartwood are
also used by this species.
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3- Enhancement
Improving habitat for CNB involves creating and maintaining the structural
conditions desired by these species. The two main management actions are
thinning and snag creation2. These treatments are described below.

Thinning
Thinning (if done according to good stewardship practices) benefits CNB by
increasing individual tree growth rates. The resulting large trees provide future
sources of large snags, which are preferred by most CNB in dry ponderosa pine
forests. Large living trees serve other functions for CNB. For example, whiteheaded woodpeckers prefer these conditions because it increases foraging
efficiency for pine seeds, a major seasonal food source for this species. Large
trees with dead tops are used by some CNB.
Thinning, that includes slash treatment, can also
reduce the risk of large-scale, high severity fires.
While thinning methods designed primarily to
improve stand health and value may benefit
CNB, slight modifications to these approaches
can further enhance habitat conditions
particularly for those priority management
species that have more specialized needs. These
changes are described below:
Retaining Declining, Dying, Defective, and
Dead Trees: While snags are obvious structural
features to maintain, declining, dying, and
defective trees (3D trees) are also useful and
valuable as sources for future snag recruitment.
Dead wood within these trees also provides
some forage and nest structure. Thinnings
This lightning damaged ponderosa pine
seeking to improve stand vigor typically remove
was retained during thinning because it
these “inferior” trees. Leaving some of this 3D
will likely become a snag soon. Leaving
tree structure (1-4 per acre) can reduce the
some declining, dying, and defective
financial cost of snag management compared
trees for future snag recruitment can
help reduce the costs of managing for
to creating snags from more high value trees.
this resource on your property. Photo:
Some snags may present hazards during
Darin Stringer
thinning operations. The landowner should
coordinate retention of these dead trees with loggers to ensure worker safety.

2 Prescribed burning, though not covered in this technical note, is another viable management

technique to enhance habitat for CNB. It can be effective at modifying the forest understory to
benefit species needing open conditions while creating snags.
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Retaining Sap Well Trees: Sapsuckers (a type of woodpecker) drill small holes in
specially chosen trees to consume sap, phloem, and collect insects that are
attracted to the wound. Such trees are called “sap wells” and are carefully
tended in the vicinity around sapsucker nest trees. Other species of birds (e.g.
some woodpeckers, warblers, hummingbirds) also utilize these sap wells. Sap
well trees are tended over several years and
provide key food resources for sapsuckers,
especially in the early spring after migration,
before insects (mostly ants) are available. A
range of conifer species are used by
Williamson’s sapsuckers as sap well trees. These
trees are often small and suppressed. Larger
trees are sometimes used, especially if the bole
has been damaged (e.g. lightning, porcupines,
or logging). Red-napped sapsuckers may also
be found in dry ponderosa pine forests if
hardwoods occur (especially aspen, willow and
cottonwood). This species more commonly
constructs sap wells in these hardwoods.
Since conifer sap well trees are often
suppressed and/or damaged they are typically
removed during thinnings. To protect these
important structures, they should be identified
and marked to insure they will not be cut. If the
An extensive sap well has been constructed
by a sapsucker along a lightning damaged
stand will not be marked prior to thinning,
section of this ponderosa pine. Sap well
instruct the logger to be on the lookout for
trees are maintained throughout the
these characteristic trees and retain them
breeding season and are an important food
wherever possible. Since these sap well trees
source for these species. Photo: Darin Stringer
are often in the vicinity of the sapsucker nest,
particular care should be taken to retain snags
and live trees with cavities within a few football fields distance of these
structures during thinning operations.
Thinning to Maintain/Enhance Diverse Tree Arrangements: Trees within
ponderosa pine stands are typically naturally arranged in diverse patterns
featuring clumps and openings, resulting in mosaics of varying tree density.
These patterns benefit CNB and other wildlife. Thinning can reduce this
variability if a regimented spacing between retained trees is a main guideline.
To enhance CNB habitat, consider modifying your standard thinning
prescription by leaving some trees in clumps and creating openings if
uncommon in the stand. A simple approach to achieve these structural
features is to set a target of # of clumps per acre and tally these when marking
trees. Clumps can be as small as two trees and as large as 10 or more. These
groups of closely spaced trees are often easy to identify when marking. To
create additional complexity, thin areas up to half an acre within the stand to
different levels of remaining tree basal area and create or enlarge existing
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small openings. Identify some areas up to ¼ acre in size with dense tree
spacing and leave unthinned. These patches are used by flammulated and
other owls for roosting.
Measuring this variability during thinning can be accomplished using the same
sampling technique often used during tree marking to ensure the targeted tree
density in the prescription has been met. The variation in the number of trees in
each circular plot designated to retain
provides a simple indicator of the
A.
future variability of trees after thinning.
For increased variability, seek to have a
range of numbers of trees in each plot
(i.e. you don’t want every plot to have
a similar number of trees). The average
trees per acre or basal area/acre
retained can meet a desired
prescribed target. However, the density
between plots will vary.

Snag Creation
In the Evaluation/Planning step, targets
for snag conditions were developed.
Before implementing your plan,
determine how these targets will be met,
over what time frames, and using which
combination of practices. This strategy
can be developed after considering
existing snag conditions and the natural
recruitment and snag fall rates of
ponderosa pine on your property, and
costs. If dead trees are scarce on your
property, creating snags is an option. This
approach is particularly appropriate if
natural snag recruitment processes such
as fire, bark beetles, and tree diseases
such as dwarf mistletoe are not creating
new dead trees.

B.

Dry Ponderosa Pine Forest with naturally clumpy
distribution (A), contrasts with simplified and less
desirable stand structure in this young ponderosa
pine stand recently thinned to an even tree
spacing (B). Photos: Darin Stringer

There are three snag creation techniques appropriate for consideration in dry
ponderosa pine forests. Girdling and topping are more common, while use of
bark beetle aggregation pheromones is a relatively new method being tested
by some foresters and landowners.
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Girdling severs the bark and cambium, cutting off
the flow of carbohydrates produced in the tree
canopy to the roots and eventually killing the
tree. Either a chainsaw or hatchet can be used
to girdle a tree. A typical method involves
making two cuts with a chainsaw in a
circumference around the tree about 8-10 inches
apart and removing the bark and cambium
between. This method is easiest to complete in
the spring during the peak sap flow. There are
two approaches to girdling for snag creation:
1-Basal girdling is applied around 4-5 feet up
the tree.
2- Crown girdling involves severing the tree
cambium higher up the tree (usually at
half to two thirds of the tree height).
Basal girdling is safer and cheaper than crown
girdling or topping (described below) but since
the tree tends to break at the point of girdling, is
usually a short-lived snag. Ponderosa pine are
often difficult to kill if girdling is not done correctly.
Even with proper girdling it may take several
years for the tree to die. Crown girdling requires a
professional tree climber. Limbs should be
removed up to the point of girdling. This
technique provides foraging sites for CNB as bark
and wood boring beetles often inhabit the dying
and dead tree. Once the top breaks off, this area
just below this point is often the first area selected
by CNB for nest cavities.

Crown girdling of ponderosa pine (note
bark removed above last pruned limb). The
tree will die and likely break at the point of
girdling. The lower limbs have been
removed below the girdle to insure tree dies
and to reduce wind resistance. Photo: Darin
Stringer

Topping removes the upper part of the tree at a
desired height. There are two methods of
topping.
1- Mechanical topping uses mechanized logging
equipment (a boom mounted feller-buncher or
harvester-processor) to cut the top.
2- Hand topping involves climbing and cutting
the top with a chainsaw.
Mechanical topping is cheaper and safer than
hand topping but is only an option if done in
conjunction with commercial thinning that utilizes

Snag created by hand topping. This tree
was chosen in an open location to attract
white-headed woodpeckers. Financial
losses were minimized by use of a highly
defective tree. Photo: Dan Casey
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this type of equipment. The types of trees chosen for creation are limited by the
machine capabilities. Excessively large trees with limbs low to the ground cannot
be topped this way. Snag heights are also
constrained by this approach and typically
are less than 20’ after topping. While
potentially benefiting some CNB (e.g. Whiteheaded Woodpecker), this method may not
be as effective for most species, which
prefer taller snags. Both topping methods
provide less foraging habitat compared to
girdling. Topping allows immediate removal
of the top and limbs and reduces hazards
compared to girdling because the top is
removed in a controlled manner. It allows
placement of snags closer to roads and
structures than otherwise allowed with
Mechanical topping of ponderosa pine with a
girdling because you are controlling the
harvester-processor machine. This method is safe
and allows utilization of the top of the tree, but
snag height.

resulting snags are restricted to around 20 feet in
height, which will limit use by some species. Photo:

Bark Beetle Aggregation Pheromones are
Amanda Egertson
being used in some carefully planned
locations to create snags. With this method,
packets of pheromones used by naturally
occurring bark beetle species are placed on
trees designated to be snags. Bark beetles of a
specific species are attracted to the aggregation
pheromone and lured to this tree. When sufficient
beetles are present they initiate a mass attack,
feeding on the phloem under the tree bark,
laying eggs, and inoculating the tree with blue
stain fungus (which reduces the trees ability to
expel the beetle with pitch). A successful attack
will result in tree death within a year, with brown
needles noticeable the following summer.
Aggregation pheromones of mountain pine
beetle and Western pine beetle have been
successfully used to create snags in ponderosa
pine trees.

Aggregation pheromones are being used
because this method is inexpensive and safer to
implement compared to hand topping and
New snag created using aggregation
crown girdling and closely mimics a common
pheromones of mountain pine beetle in
thinned ponderosa pine stand. Photo: Darin
natural snag creation process. CNB benefit from
Stringer
this treatment in two primary ways: the
concentration of bark beetles offers foraging
sites; and the inoculation of the attacked tree with sap rotting fungi, by both
bark beetles and excavating CNB, softens the wood for cavity excavation.
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Use of aggregation pheromones requires careful planning and consideration of
a range of factors (species, tree and site selection, and status of area beetle
populations) to ensure only targeted trees are killed. Where such planning has
been completed, these treatments have been successful at killing the targeted
trees with very little to no mortality of adjacent trees. This treatment should only
be applied in thinned stands where remaining trees are vigorous and in
landscapes free of recent beetle outbreaks. All snag creation methods should
be implemented only after consultation by forestry professionals knowledgeable
with each technique.

Nest Boxes
Nest boxes or artificial cavities have played an important role in the conservation
of many cavity-nesting bird species, from “backyard” birds such as the Purple
Martin and bluebirds, to Wood Ducks and owls. Nest boxes represent a potential
conservation tool that, if used judiciously, may help
maintain and perhaps expand populations for some
species until sufficient snag resources can be
improved on your property. Guidance for
construction, placement and care of nest boxes for
various CNB is readily available on the Internet.
Beyond improving habitat, nest boxes allow viewing
opportunities for landowners where the species
might not otherwise nest; and, depending on the
species (e.g., swallows and bluebirds), they provide
some measure of insect pest control near orchards
and homes. Nest boxes should not be viewed as a
long-term alternative to snag retention, recruitment,
and creation, which will provide more sustainable
habitat quality over the long term. Nest boxes only
provide for one aspect of the function of snags for
birds – nesting and roosting cavities. This may be
sufficient for cavity-nesting birds that do not forage
in association with the snags. However, for most
Lewis’s Woodpeckers have recently been
woodpeckers, snags are used not only for nesting,
shown to successfully use nest boxes.
but are also important as a foraging substrate for
These structures should not be viewed as
insects within the decaying bark.
an alternative to snag management. They
can supplement nesting habitat for this
species until snag resources recover.
While use of nest boxes by secondary cavity-nesting
Photo: Kevin Smith
birds is common, woodpeckers are less likely to use
them. Flickers will use nest boxes. However, Lewis’s
are currently the only priority management woodpecker species shown to use
these structures. Design plans and specific information on placement for this
species can be found on the Internet (11). Table 1 of this document provides
guidance on desired forest conditions for placement of nest boxes for this
species.
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Cavity-Nesting Bird Enhancement: Landowner Scenarios
Scenario 1
Forest Size: 50 acres
CNB Management: Active (snag creation) and passive approach
Forest Condition: 70 year old ponderosa pine forest
Previous Management: Thinned from below within the last 10 years
Current Conditions:
Forest Survey: Stand density and fuel levels suitable to maintain stand health
Snag Inventory Results: <1 snag per acre, 80% of snags are moderately to
highly decayed, 90% snags less than 10” DBH.
Focal Management CNB: Lewis’s Woodpecker and other more common species

Narrative: This landowner recently thinned her forest to reduce fuels and fire risk
by removing mostly small, suppressed trees, but in the process the logger also
removed most of the snags. She wants to manage her forest for CNB, particularly
Lewis’s Woodpecker, which she has seen on the property. She is concerned
about encouraging bark beetles if new snags are created. Bark beetles have
been active in the area and mortality is occurring on neighboring forest that has
not been thinned. As a compromise she decided to create 25 snags initially (1
snag per acre on half the property). Note: This is at the
low end of the range recommended for priority
Landowner using snag
management CNB. She intends to monitor conditions
creation by girdling and
to see if additional snags are recruited over the next 5topping to enhance CNB
10 years, to bring snag density over the entire 50 acre
property up to a level of 2 snags per acre of low to
habitat with a focus on
mid decayed trees at least 16” DBH.
Lewis’s Woodpecker.
During the snag survey, she flagged several trees that
would make good candidates for future snag creation
(larger broken and dead topped and highly defective trees). These trees were
GPS surveyed so she was able to provide a map showing their locations to the
contractor hired to create the snags. Half of these trees were placed in more
open areas of the stand and on the edges of openings to benefit Lewis’s
Woodpeckers. Half of the trees were girdled at 2/3 of tree height and half were
topped by hand at half of tree height. All trees were limbed completely up to
the girdle or topping point and slash piled away from trees and covered and
burned in the winter. Some of these snags were located close to a perennial
creek and within an area with a diverse and well-developed shrub cover
(excellent condition for Lewis’s Woodpecker). She hung Lewis’s Woodpecker
nest boxes on these snags after creation with the thought of providing cavities
for a few years until the snags are soft enough for excavation. She carefully
followed instructions on construction, placement, and care of the boxes she
downloaded from the East Cascades Audubon Society.
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Scenario 2
Forest Size: 100 acres
CNB Management: Active (thinning and snag creation) and passive approach
Forest Condition: 90 year old ponderosa pine forest, unthinned and overstocked
Previous Management: Partial harvest, approximately 30 years ago, which
created some openings and removed most large and dead trees.
Current Conditions:
Forest Inventory: Stand basal area was 150 ft2/acre (too high for optimal stand
health). Stand is composed of many spindly and unhealthy small diameter
trees in places.
Snag survey: < 1 snag per acre, nearly all snags are moderately to highly
decayed, and half of trees surveyed were less than 14” DBH. Numerous small
snags (< 10” DBH) were not surveyed.
Focal Management CNB Species: White-headed Woodpecker, Flammulated
Owl, Williamson’s Sapsucker
Narrative: A forest inventory completed on this property revealed overstocked
stands in need of thinning. A Forest Stewardship Plan completed for this property
prescribed a thinning to reduce stand basal
area to 60-80 ft2/acre, removing mostly trees
Landowner managing to
from the smallest diameter classes to an
enhance White-headed
average spacing of 27 x 27’ and to salvage
Woodpecker and
(remove) all snags. The landowner wants to
focus management on White-headed
Flammulated Owl conditions,
Woodpecker and Flammulated Owl, but is
using thinning, declining,
concerned about too much bark beetle
dying, and defective tree
mortality. He believes by thinning he can limit
retention, and snag creation
future bark beetle mortality by improving tree
vigor and leaving healthy trees. He also
by mechanical and hand
recognizes his forest lacks adequate snags for
topping. Williamson’s
CNB.

Sapsucker habitat is being
maintained by retaining sap
well trees.

To enhance habitat he slightly modified the
thinning prescription in the Forest Stewardship
Plan by leaving 1-2 patches of higher density
forest, each up to 1/10 acre in size for every five acres thinned. He also left 1-2
clumps of trees per acre where healthy trees were naturally grouped closely
together. He is also leaving up to 4 defective, declining or dying trees per acre
(particular ones with broken or dead tops), with hopes at least one of these will
become a snag over the next ten years. In these areas, he thinks new snags will
create good nesting habitat for Flammulated Owls. He identified several patches
of dense and spindly, unhealthy trees where all stems will be removed to create
small openings. He also plans to enlarge several openings where most large trees
were removed during previous harvest but trees did not regenerate in. These
more open areas (each 1/4 - 1/2 acre in size) will benefit both Flammulated Owls
(foraging habitat) and White-headed Woodpecker (snag placement). Within
these openings, several live trees were marked for snag creation and all existing
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snags were retained. Sapsucker well trees were noted in parts of the property. He
has marked these trees to retain and has instructed his logger also not to cut any
additional sap well trees he encounters during thinning.
To ensure the above conditions were achieved, he carefully marked trees to
remove and snags to retain.
To augment snag levels, the landowner decided to create 1 snag per acre from
trees at least 16” DBH, and one additional tree at least 21” DBH for every 10
acres. He chose to top these trees using the feller-buncher, because the
machine would be on-site completing the thinning. Since White-headed
Woodpeckers nest low on snags, he felt this was a good snag creation method.
Wherever possible, snags were positioned in openings and areas with low tree
density and low shrub cover to encourage use by this species.
He removed the tops to recover some value during thinning. Snags < 10” DBH
were removed during thinning to reduce fuels and fire risk. His long-term goal is to
maintain 2 snags/acre at least 21” DBH, half being decay class 1-2. He hopes
these targets can be achieved by natural recruitment, and will conduct a snag
survey every 5 years to gauge conditions. If new snag recruitment is not
occurring, he will consider creating more snags.

Scenario 3
Forest Size: 200 acres
Previous Management: Passive approach
Forest Condition: 60 year old ponderosa pine forest
Previous Management: Commercially thinned 5-years ago with most snags
removed, pre-commercially thinned 25 years ago.
Current Conditions:
Forest Inventory: Stand density and fuel levels considered suitable to maintain
stand health
Snag Survey: < 1 snag per acre on 40 acres surveyed, nearly all snags are low
decay (Class 1) and range in diameter from 10-20” DBH.
Focal Management CNB: No focal species, but common CNB
Narrative: This property has been thinned several times over the last 25 years and
tree stocking levels are thought to be low enough to limit bark beetle activity
well into the future. The landowner wants to
Landowner using passive
accommodate CNB with improved
management and believes new snag
management approach to
recruitment by natural processes will achieve his
enhance CNB habitat.
objective of maintaining at least 3 snags per
acre, at least 1 per acre being > 18” DBH, and 1
per acre in decay class 1-2. He has observed and estimates that about 1 snag is
recruited per acre every 5 years and that these structures last about 5-10 years.
He has been salvaging these dead trees in the past for fear of extensive bark
beetle mortality. He has learned that bark beetles do not continue to live and
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breed in older snags because they feed on the fresh cambium of trees. He also
has learned from past experiences that salvaging these older dead trees often
doesn’t generate any financial gain because they are usually infected with blue
stain fungus and sap rot by the time they are cut and sent to the mill.
He feels these snag targets can be achieved by natural recruitment, and will
conduct a snag survey every 5-years to gauge conditions. If new snag
recruitment is not occurring, he will consider creating more snags by crown
girdling. He has estimated as his forest grows, and larger trees slowly die, the “fall
rate” will decline as trees become larger, and he will therefore accrue more
snags. However, if snag density from natural recruitment exceeds 3 per acre 16”
+ DBH, he will consider salvaging snags to maintain his target if markets allow
and if bark beetle activity appears to be increasing.
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APPENDIX
A - Glossary
Active Management - Use of thinning, prescribed fire, and snag creation to
enhance habitat.
Bark Beetle Aggregation Pheromones - Chemicals released by female beetles to
attract individuals of the same species to amount a mass attack on a tree.
Basal Girdling - See “Girdling” below.
Cavity-Nesting Bird - Cavity-nesting birds (CNB) nest in cavities (holes) in dead
trees and decayed parts of living trees
Clump - A group (2-10 or more) of closely arranged trees and a common
structure typically more pronounced in unmanaged ponderosa pine forests.
Crown Girdling - See “Girdling” below.
DBH - Diameter at breast height of the tree or snag (measured at 4.5’ from base)
Forest Inventory - A survey to gather information about trees and other stand
conditions (understory species, down wood, fuels).
Girdling - Severing the bark and cambium to kill the tree. Two methods include
“crown girdling” (cut completed high up on the tree bole), and “basal
girdling” (cut completed at the tree base, at approximately DBH).
Hand Topping - see “Topping” below.
Keystone Species - A species that plays a disproportionately large role in its
environment relative to its abundance.
Mechanical topping - See “Topping” below.
Openings - Gaps in the forest canopy up to ½ an acre or slightly larger in size and
variably shaped.
Passive Management - Allowing forest habitats to be enhanced without active
management.
Primary Cavity-Nesting Bird - A bird that creates and nests in cavities of dead or
living trees.
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Priority Management Species – Cavity-nesting bird species considered high
priorities for conservation because they are experiencing local and/or
regional declines.
Sapsucker- A type of woodpecker that feeds on the sap of trees.
Sap Well- An area on a tree where small holes have been drilled by a sapsucker
to feed on sap, phloem, and insects.
Secondary Cavity Nesting-Bird - A bird that nests in the cavity of dead or living
trees that has been created by a primary cavity-nesting bird. These species
lack the ability to excavate their own cavities.
Snag - A dead tree.
Snag Creation - The intentional conversion of a live to a dead tree to enhance
habitat for snag dependent wildlife species.
Snag Decay Class - A classification of a standing dead tree based on its
condition.
Snag Fall Rate - A measure of the longevity of a snag.
Snag Recruitment - The creation of new snags by natural processes.
Snag Survey - The identification of snags in a defined area of forest and
recording of information to document its size, condition and location.
Topping - Removal of the top section of a tree to create a snag. Two methods
include “Mechanical Topping”, whereby a feller-bencher or harvesterprocessor removes the top, or “Hand Topping”, in which a professional
sawyer climbs and cuts the top out of the tree with a chainsaw.
Tree Basal Area - The cross sectional area (measured at DBH) of trees within a
stand, usually expressed in ft2 per acre.
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B - Additional Information Sources
Note: If link is broken, these documents can likely be found by conducting a web search for the
underlined title.

• (1) DecAID, the Decayed Wood Advisor for Managing Snags, Partially Dead Trees, and
Down Wood for Biodiversity in Forests of Washington and Oregon

Source: http://www.fs.fed.us/r6/nr/wildlife/decaid/run-decaid.shtml

• (2) Ecology and Management of Eastern Oregon Forests
Source: http://extension.oregonstate.edu/catalog/pdf/manual/manual12.pdf

• (3) Proceedings of the Symposium on The Ecology and Management of Dead Wood in
Western Forests, 2-4 November 1999, Reno, Nevada. USDA Forest Service, Pacific
Southwest Research Station General Technical Report PSW-GTR-181.
Source:
http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr181/psw_gtr181.pdf

• (4) Snags, Bark Beetles, and Cavity-Nesting Birds: Conservation and Management in
Ponderosa Pine Forests of the Pacific Northwest

Source: http://www.abcbirds.org/newsandreports/special_reports/Cavitynester%20booklet.pdf

•(5) The Case for Active Management of Dry Forest Types in Eastern Washington:
Perpetuating and Creating Old Forest Structures and Functions

Source: http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/lm_ess_eog_mgmt.pdf

•(6) Trees and logs important to wildlife in the interior Columbia River basin
Source: http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/publications/pnw_gtr391/

• (7) SnagPRO: snag and tree sampling and analysis methods for wildlife. Gen. Tech.
Rep. PNW-GTR-780.

Source: http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr780.pdf

• (8) A Field Guide to Diseases & Insect Pests of Northern and Central Rocky Mountain
Conifers

Source:
http://www.idl.idaho.gov/bureau/ForestAssist/insect_disease/InsectAndDiseaseFieldGuid
e.pdf

• (9) Western Forest Insects and Diseases
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Source: http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r6/forest-grasslandhealth/insectsdiseases/?cid=stelprdb5300513

•(10) Cavity-Nesting Birds of North American Forests
Source: http://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/wildlife/nesting_birds/index.htm

•(11) Lewis’s Woodpecker Nest Box Design and Placement Instructions (East Cascades
Audubon Society)

Source:http://www.ecbcbirds.org/Projects/LewissWoodpeckerProject/tabid/67/D
efault.aspx
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C - Cavity Nesting Birds of Dry Ponderosa Pine Forests
While this list includes species known to use snags in dry ponderosa pine forests, not all
are strongly associated with these structures, or obligate in these habitats.

Common Goldeneye
Barrow's Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Hooded Merganser
Common Merganser
Turkey Vulture
American Kestrel
Barn Owl
Screech Owl
Flammulated Owl
Pygmy Owl
Barred Owl
Saw-whet Owl
Common Flicker
Pileated Woodpecker
Lewis' Woodpecker
Hairy Woodpecker

Downy Woodpecker
White-headed Woodpecker
Black-backed Woodpecker
Red-napped Sapsucker
Williamson's Sapsucker
Violet-green Swallow
Tree Swallow
Black-capped Chickadee
Mountain Chickadee
White-breasted Nuthatch
Red-breasted Nuthatch
Pygmy Nuthatch
Brown Creeper
House Wren
Bewick's Wren
Western Bluebird
Mountain Bluebird
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D - Snag Survey Instructions, Sample Forms and Summary Table
For small areas with low densities of dead trees, a survey of 100% of snags is
achievable in a reasonable amount of time. In larger areas and those with high
densities of snags a sampling system using circular plots or transects is more
efficient. Since ponderosa pine woodlands (especially thinned stands) often are
open in structure, it is relatively easy to see snags for surveying. If you are
considering creating snags, surveying live trees that might make good
candidates (declining, dying and/or defective with broken or dead tops) is
useful.
Instructions for completing a 100% snag survey are provided below.
1- Delineate the area to be surveyed by drawing on a property map, or
using a computer-based Geographic Information System (GIS). Survey first
areas where snag management has
been prioritized. Keeping each snag
survey area to 20 acres or less is
recommended.
2- Set a minimum snag diameter and height
to survey. Since small snags (less than 10”
DBH) are often more numerous and not
important for CNB, only surveying larger
snags will greatly improve efficiency. A
minimum snag height of 8-10 feet is
reasonable.
3- Walk the survey area and identify snags.
Efficient surveying of snags is done by
dividing the survey area into a grid and
walking along these lines. If the property is
steep, follow contour lines. Another
option is to divide the survey area into
sub-areas based on easily tracked
Dead and broken tops in living trees
features (roads, trails, streams, ridgetops). provide important habitat for CNB
especially woodpeckers. More elaborate
snag surveys could identify these structures
for protection during forest management
operations. Photo: Darin Stringer

4- When snag is located, mark with two
parallel bands of tree marking paint
(readily available at forestry and logging
supply stores) at around DBH. This type of paint will last much longer than
spray paint. Use a color different from those used to mark trees for other
forestry operations (e.g. thinning). A number can also be painted on the
snag or a metal tag used if you wish to track the condition of these snags
over time. Mark live snag candidate trees using the same approach as for
snags but use a unique color. Marking these structures helps avoid double
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surveying the same tree or snag, allows loggers to identify them for
protection and safety, and for future locating.
5- Record information for dead trees on the snag survey form and
candidate snag live trees on this form (see sample forms on pages 20 and
22). Information to fill out is listed in the header of each form.
6- If using a GPS, record a waypoint for each snag or candidate snag tree
(make sure to record the type of tree (dead or living snag candidate tree)
in the GPS and the number you gave this feature. If GPS is not used, mark
the estimated location of each feature on your map using a symbol that
designates either snag or candidate snag live tree and a number that
relates this feature to its data in the forms.
7- When area has been entirely surveyed, compile and summarize your
data. The summary table on page 21 provides examples of commonly
used summary metrics for snags that can easily be calculated. You can
customize these results based on the individualized needs for your project.
8- Some GPS units (e.g. Garmin) allow downloading of waypoints for viewing
locations on a map with aerial imagery using Google Earth. More
advanced users can convert these waypoints to a shapefile for mapping
using a Geographic Information System (GIS).
Analyzing your Snag Inventory
Examining the number of snags per acre on your property in relation to CNB
needs and targets is one important and simple measure of habitat quality.
Because snag species, size, and decay class are important determinants of use
by CNB, it is important to examine snag density by these characteristics. Since
CNB have home ranges which limits use within this area to a nesting pair, it is
important to have snags distributed across your property. The map showing
positions of dead wood that has been created during the survey will allow you to
assess how even snags are distributed. Areas with low snag densities can be
targeted for possible snag creation.
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Sample Snag Survey Form
Survey
Area1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Snag
#2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Species
3

PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP

DBH
(")4
16
24
12
14
16
12
14
28
22
12
14

Height
5

60
80
40
40
40
40
40
40
80
40
40

Decay
Class6
1
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Evidence of Use (cavities,
foraging)7
woodpecker foraging
Cavities
None
None
None
None
None
Flicker nesting at top
Cavities
None
None

1

- The number or name given to the area where snags were surveyed.
- The number dedicated to each located snag within the survey area. This # is
marked on the snag, and on the paper map or GPS file.
3 - The species of the snag.
4 - The diameter at breast height (4.5’) of the snag.
5 - The measured or estimated height of the snag.
6 - The decay class of the snag (see Appendix D) for drawings and descriptions of
each decay class.
7 - Record any signs of use by CNB (foraging or cavity excavations or actual bird
sightings).
2
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% of Total Metrics

Snags per Acre Metrics

Summary Metrics Compiled from the Snag Survey Form above (20-Acre
survey Area)
Summary Metric

Value

Snags per Acre

0.55

Snags per Acre (highly decayed: Class 3)

0.45

Snags per Acre (Low to moderate
decayed: Class 1-2)

0.1

Snags per Acre (> 20" DBH)

0.15

Snags per Acre (< 20" DBH)

0.4

% Ponderosa Pine

100

% of Snags > 20" DBH

20

% of Snags < 20" DBH

80

% of Snags (highly decayed: Class 3)

82

% of Snags (Low to moderate decayed:
Class 1-2)
Range of Snag Diameters
Average Snag Diameter (")

18
12-28
17

How Calculated
Total # of snags ÷ total acres in
survey area
Total # of decay class # 3 snags ÷
total acres in survey area.
Total # of decay class # 1-2 snags
÷ total acres in survey area.
Total # of snags > 20" DBH ÷ total
acres in survey area.
Total # of snags < 20" DBH ÷ total
acres in survey area.
Sum of Ponderosa pine snags ÷ #
of total snags X 100
Sum of snags > 20" DBH ÷ total #
of snags X 100
Sum of snags < 20" DBH ÷ total #
of snags X 100
Sum of snags in decay class # 3 ÷
total # of snags X 100
Sum of snags in decay class # 1-2
÷ total # of snags X 100
List the smallest and largest snag
Sum of all snag diameters ÷ # of
total snags
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Sample Candidate Snag Tree Survey Form
Survey
Tree #2 Species3
Area1
1
1
1

1

1
2
3

PP
PP
PP

DBH (")4

Height5

Notable Features and Notes6

16
24
18

60
80
40

Tree appears to be dying
Has dead top and is very limby
Broken top

- The number or name given to the area where snags were surveyed.

- The number dedicated to each located tree within the survey area. This # is
marked on the tree, and on the paper map or GPS file.
3 - The species of the tree.
4 - The diameter at breast height (4.5’) of the tree.
5 - The measured or estimated height of the tree.
6 - Describe the condition of the tree that makes it a good candidate for snag
creation.
2
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E - Snag Decay Classes
Decay Class 1: Recently dead tree, with very little or no decay. Branches, tops
and bark are typically intact, though sometimes this class contains dead trees
with broken tops, particularly if the snag was killed by this breakage, or soon after
death by another cause.
Decay Class 2: Snag showing signs of decay, loosening and loss of bark, and top
breakage. CNB cavities typically appear during this stage.
Decay Class 3: Snag has extensive
decay, missing most or all bark and
most braches.

Source: Trees and logs important to wildlife in
the interior Columbia River basin
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